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What are Expert Briefings? 
Emerald has teamed up with Oxford Analytica to deliver Expert Briefings through  
emerald.com/insight. Capturing the unbiased analysis of independent industry leaders 
and academics on political, social and economic events, Expert Briefings meticulously 
explore the implications and impact of emerging trends and developments at global, 
regional and country level.  

How can Expert Briefings help me?

STAY RELEVANT 

You’ll always have to hand an  
up-to-date, real world example 
you can use to show students 

theories and concepts from your 
teaching in action

SAVE TIME 

Our analysts distil data from 
multiple sources to pick out 
the most salient facts and 

present them alongside essential 
contextual information so it’s 
ready for you to use in class 

TRUSTED, OBJECTIVE  
COVERAGE

The Expert Briefings team review 
all content and have spent 

more than 40 years developing 
techniques to identify and  

mitigate bias

How can Expert Briefings help my students?

DEVELOP CORE SKILLS 

Expert Briefings distil academic 
and policy insights for decision-
makers. Using them gives your 
students practice in using and 

presenting information the way 
they will in their future careers.

INSPIRE TOMORROW’S 
DECISION-MAKERS 

Our content informs governments 
and corporations around the 
world. Give your students the 

same privileged access to analysis 
of events making the headlines in 

your region and worldwide. 

USE FROM FRESHMAN  
TO POSTGRAD

Expert Briefings are written in 
simple English and formatted 
for easy reading, making them 
accessible to students at all l 

evels and to non-native  
English speakers.



Ideas for teaching
Expert Briefings can bring a new dimension to your teaching. Here’s how the content is already being used with students 
around the world:

Our Expert Briefings Monthly Pick email contains tips 
and ideas for teaching alongside free briefings for you to 

use with your students. Sign up at:

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/monthly-pick

•  Class discussion - give students one of the 
shorter briefings (around 200 words) to read 
at the start of class as the focus of a discussion 
that allows them to apply the theories and 
concepts they have been studying.

•  Global Business Strategy - Assign a country to 
an individual student or group. Ask them to 
imagine they represent a company thinking 
about opening an office in that country. 
Throughout the month students can use Expert 
Briefings to assess and report back to the class 
on the opportunities and threats.

•  Political Risk Analysis – Assign students local or 
global issue to monitor. Ask them to imagine 

they are advising a policymaker in government 
or business. How should the unfolding situation 
inform their policy decisions?

•  Case Study Class – If you use case studies with 
your students, ask them to use Expert Briefings 
to provide additional context to the time and 
place the case study is set, or refresh case 
studies by recasting them in the present.

•  Refresh your course materials - longer briefings 
(around 1200 words) make ideal supplementary 
reading to bring students right up to date in a 
way books and journal articles never can. They 
are also a great way to update your own lecture 
slides and notes to reflect our changing world.  



Methodology.  
How are Expert Briefings created? 

Generating clear foresight from a mass of complicated, confused and sometimes 
uncertain information by first separating the signal from the noise and then subjecting 
that to rigorous analysis. 

The result is insight that is being used today to inform decisions by 
governments, policy makers, and business professionals. 
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Analytical Rigour
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Actionable insights

VALUE ADDED TO ANALYSIS 

Senior advisors steer and validate 
analytical coverage

Region
Heads

Over 1500 leading scholars, 
policymakers, regulators and industry 

experts deliver targeted insights

Global  
Expert 

Network

Regional and sectoral specialists 
ensure actionable, timely and  

tailored analysis

In-house 
Teams

REDUCE VOLUME

Meet the analysts
The more than 1500 contributors in the global expert network remain anonymous but you can meet the Analysts 
and Region Heads on our website.
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Trusted, rigorous and accurate  
Bias is one of the most fundamental of errors in qualitative analysis. Social science has shown 
that people often mistakenly prioritize certain pieces of evidence when drawing conclusions. 
This may be due to a desire to see previous findings reaffirmed or using the most accessible 
evidence or straining to connect unrelated data. 

PEER REVIEW  

Analysis is critiqued using both internal and 
external experts to expose bias, provide 

rigour, challenge arguments and allow for 
new viewpoints. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY  
Many issues in the global economy cut across 
regions and topics - by running analysis across 

experts from different fields, the blind spots 
inherent in any one area are identified.

ANONYMOUS 

The reality of events is reported without 
restriction, as contributors are anonymous

INDEPENDENT
Oxford Analytica are independent, so 

protected from partisan or ideological agendas

How do Oxford Anlytica experts 
avoid bias?



Getting to the heart of global topics 

Local issues, global impact

RUSSIA/CIS 

Western frictions with Russia 
Russia’s faces slow economic growth 
Conflict as a disruptor in Ukraine 
Presidents Putin’s risk aversion 
Azerbaijani military gains shift the 
balance of power 
Embedding economic reforms in 
Uzbekistan 
Kazakhstan policymakers appear ready 
to implement economic reforms 

NORTH AMERICA 

United States 2020 polls 
United States tariff troubles  
United States and Iran ties 
United States’s relationship 
with North Korea 
Canada’s minority 
government 
Canada’s political divergence 
US-Russia relations 

LATIN AMERICA 

Mexico promises a  
political transformation 
Argentina’s post-election 
uncertainty 
Brazilian reforms on hold and 
COVID-19 cases still high 
Political tensions across 
Bolivia 
Political tensions grow in 
Venezuela 
Serious political and 
economic challenges lie 
ahead for Cuba 
Slowing of Uruguay’s 
economy 
Protests may re-emerge as 
Chile struggles to deliver on 
promises of opportunities 
and reform 
Jamaica’s economy

ASIA PACIFIC

China-US tensions 
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s nationalist 
policies 
Risks of fiscal pressure on Japan 
Thailand’s military dominance 
Democracy activists are dividing Hong Kong and 
antagonising China 
Pakistan IMF loan 
Vietnam corruption struggle 
Australian government has won re-election but 
hurdles including climate change 
Myanmar peace process 
North Korea, nuclear weapons and sanctions 
Australia will push stronger ties with Asia, Europe, 
the Pacific and Washington 
Indonesia president may find his authority 
challenged in parliament 
Malaysia’s review on foreign policy 
Bangladesh will pursue controversial plans to 
relocate refugees on an island 
New Zealand to expand its diplomatic and trade links 
Sri Lanka religious strife 

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 

South African structural reforms face 
opposition 
Iran military activity 
Can Egypt and Turkey create a workable 
relationship? 
Syria’s international involvement 
Libya’s dual governments 
Israel election instability 
Nigeria’s fragile recovery 
Ethiopia’s sweeping reform agenda. 
Shifting Qatari-Emirati interests may aid 
Gulf peace. 
Turkey must fulfil promises of economic 
reform soon. 
Lebanon’s economic crisis may threaten 
army neutrality. 
Jordan will quietly reposition on human 
rights issues. 
Sudan’s transition to democracy 
Israel and Palestine tensions 
Yemen military escalation 
Nigeria’s Ethno-religious divides 
Iraq’s persistent insecurity 
Kenya’s elections 2022 
Tunisia’s economic reform 

EUROPE

United Kingdom and the Brexit impact 
Slow growth for the UK 
Greece and their faltering economy 
Germany power struggle 
Divisions inside Polish coalition government 
Political instability in Spain 
Euroscepticism it Italy could rise in the context 
of the COVID-19 crisis 
Hungary and Budapest’s ‘Christian liberalism’ 
Romanian business is dismayed by a corrupt 
political class 
Bulgaria is failing to tackle corruption and 
organised crime despite EU monitoring

An example of recent regional coverage:

CLIMATE CHANGE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CYBERSECURITY FORTHCOMING ELECTIONS 

GLOBAL ECONOMY GLOBAL GOVERNANCE HUMAN CAPITAL TERRORISM 



Discover  
Expert  
Briefings  
content

Subscribe

Published on a daily basis offering up-to-the-minute 
analysis of global events as they happen.

Rental access to the most current Daily Briefings pub-
lished in 2021 and 2020, as well as five-years of briefings 

published between 2015–2019.

Purchase

Over 24,000 Briefings from a five-year archive 
provides a timeline of events and their impact on the 

world’s biggest challenges.

One single payment provides perpetual access to 
content published between 2015–2019.

Browse free featured briefings
 We have brought together a number of briefings from the past two months and  
made them free to access.  

You can also sign up to receive an Expert Briefings Monthly Pick email, which brings 
the latest free featured briefings direct to your inbox, along with tips and ideas for 
use in teaching.  

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/monthly-pick

Collection and access options
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For over 50 years, championing fresh thinking has been at 
the heart of the Emerald business. Our core ethos is to help 
make a difference so that little by little, those in academia or in 
practice can work together to make a positive change in  
the real world. 

Our publications and publishing services help researchers 
tell their story in a meaningful and timely way, providing 
innovative tools and services to build confidence and 
capability in impactful research.

Connect with usAbout us

NEW CONTENT/COLLECTIONS:
contactemerald@emerald.com

SUPPORT QUERIES:
support@emerald.com

VISIT
emeraldgrouppublishing.com

Join us in making a Real Impact.

Librarian toolkit
Access and authentication information, user guides, library promotional material, guidance on usage reports and resources for discovery.

tk.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/librarian-toolkit

Discover and 
explore a world of 
impactful social 
science research
emerald.com/insight

Choose your route
•  Browse by Journals, Books, Case Studies  

and Expert Briefings  

•  Enter specific words and phrases into quick  
and advanced search 

•  Limit results to only show content that is  
Open Access, or what you can view

Navigate with ease
•  Predictable navigation and simple interface

•  Sort results and apply content filters such as  
type, date, subject and country  

•  Content previews and structured abstracts help  
you decide if you want to read or move on

Explore new paths
•  Suggestions for related content provides  

inspiration for new ideas 

•  Select ‘Keywords’ to research  
multidisciplinary themes

•  All content accessed side-by-side for  
seamless exploration

This is your journey
•  Remote, multi-user access on any device

•  View in HTML, PDF, EPUB format and download 
citations directly from the platform 

•  With a user Profile, you can set up content alerts 
and save searches to review later

Discoverable and accessible
•  Supports all major authentication methods including 

IP, EZproxy, federated access via Shibboleth/
OpenAthens, Referring URL and Google CASA. 
Organization Access Numbers available on request

•  SeamlessAccess is an enhancement to our service 
provision and supports federated access across all 
participating organizations

•  Indexed in all major discovery systems including 
ALMA, EBSCO EDS, Primo, Summon, WorldCAT

• KBART and MARC records available to download

•  Emerald Insight strives to be W3C AA and US  
Section 508 compliant


